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WHAT IS MAXIMAL
STRENGTH AND HOW IS IT
DEVELOPED?
Powerlifting Tip: When you
try to move maximal weights,
try to bring as many muscles
into play as possible. The
best way to do that is to have
a leverage advantage against
the bar, in order to make
heavy weights feel lighter
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The ability to exert maximum force at one time is
called “maximal strength”. It is an all-out effort
that’s critical to every athlete and bodybuilder.
Physiologically, muscle motor neurons and the
attached muscle fibers are called “motor unit”.
When a person is able to activate the motor unit to
generate impulsive force, it is called strength. And
achieving a strength-based goal is called “maximal
strength”.

In order to achieve maximal strength, the athlete has to first define the goal
and then get an exercise program that helps him/her achieve success. But the
first and foremost requirement is to analyze the structural integrity of
musculoskeletal systems and control the stability of joints. At the same time,
other mobile joints should be allowed to move through an unrestricted and
multi-planar motion.
Going by the principle of specificity, the amount of resistance determines the
amount of strength that is developed in muscles. For example, if you move a
heavy mass slowly, it will produce a typical kind of strength. However, if you
move a light weight rapidly, it will produce another kind of strength. Similarly,
if you sustain a medium weight mass for a constant rate of movement and
carry out a high number of repetitions, it will result in yet another kind of
strength. That’s where most of the people fail, because they do not set a
specific goal while starting a new weight training regimen.
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HOW DOES
MAXIMAL
STRENGTH
INCREASE
POWER?
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The ability to produce force quickly
is called power and in order to do
that quickly, the athlete must
develop enough strength so that
they can increase their rate of force
production, or specifically, the ability
to apply force quickly. That’s where
maximal strength comes into the
picture because there is a ceiling at
which further progress will stop if
the athlete does not work to develop
his strength. Muscular strength can
be increased in a number of ways
and the two most significant factors
are: amount of motor units in action
and the frequency of motor unit
activation. In most cases, these two
factors help in increasing the power
production of the motor unit.

WHAT IS THE PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF
MAXIMAL STRENGTH TRAINING ON THE CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM?
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Researchers have identified two processes that relate to sports performance, viz,
excitation and inhibition. The speed at which neural signals are sent from nerve
receptors to effectors and back again determines the levels of excitation or inhibition.
For example, when a boxer responds to a punch from the opponent, he is trying to
move his body quickly to duck and at the same time readies his arm for a powerful
return punch. His central nervous system needs to be as fast as possible.
However, it has been seen that constant training or intense workouts can create
fatigue in the central nervous system, which may last longer than expected.
Researchers have identified that fast-twitch fibers fatigue more rapidly than the
slow-twitch fibers and therefore fatigue builds up. The causes of acute fatigue are
interrelated and complex. Some researchers also pinpoint psychological factors such
as pain and work tolerance as reasons for central nervous system fatigue. Therefore,
motivation and performance also play a critical role in maximal strength training.

